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“Warplanes Target Khan Al Sheih Camp with Explosive 

Barrels, Causing One Victim, a Number of Injuries and a 

Massive Destruction to Civilian Homes” 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 Syrian Security close offices and institutions of Hamas movement in 

Al Aedein camp at Homs. 

 Drinking water cut in Muzaireeb compound at Dara'a camp. 

 Siege and crises traders cause a severe shortage in food supplies 

inside the Yarmouk camp. 

 

 

 

Bombardment with explosive barrels targeted Khan Al Sheih camp 
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Victims 

Kalil Issa was killed due to explosive barrels that targeted Khan Al Sheih 

camp in Damascus city. 

 
Kalil Issa 

Recent Updates 

Heavy bombardment with explosive barrels targeted Khan Al Sheih camp 

in Damascus city, as warplanes launched two explosive barrels toward Al 

Makhfar Street at the center of the camp which resulted in one victim and 

a number of injuries, some of them are in critical case, in addition to a 

massive destruction in civilian homes. 

Khan AL Sheih camp and its vicinity witnessed a rise in military actions, 

as the surrounding farms have been targeted with explosive barrels and 

artillery shells almost daily. 

Thus, linking roads that connect the camp with the city center are 

repeatedly interrupted because of the strained conditions which led to a 

severe shortage in food and medical supplies. 

On the other hand, SSF has inspected Hamas movement office in AL 

Aedein camp at Homs, where the office has been closed with red wax 
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seal. At the same time another two educational institutions have been 

inspected, which are, Zohour AL Yaseen kindergarten and Al Najah 

institution, were also closed with red wax seal. Those institutions serve 

educational services almost for free. 

 
AL Aedein camp 

 

As in Dara’a city south Syria, people of Al Muzaireeb compound suffer of 

the cut of drinking water, which forced them to buy water with high 

prices as the tanker price reach about 12 Dollars, and that what 

increases economical burdens. The compound receives hundreds of 

Palestinian families whom fled of Dara’a camp because of repeatedly 

bombing. 

In Damascus, people of the Yarmouk camp are still anticipating the 

implementation of the neutralization agreement that was signed since 

more than a week, between Syrian Authorities and a number of civil 

committees and military brigades inside the camp. 

As well as the residents of Yarmouk camp suffer of a severe shortage in 

food supplies, as the residents complained “as they named: cresses 

traders” to hide those supplies and raise its prices. It is worth mentioning 

that Yarmouk camp already suffers of a severe shortage in food supplies 
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due to the strict siege imposed by Regular Army and groups of public 

Front- General Command about a year ago. 

In the same context, UNRWA has warned about being disabled to 

produce humanitarian aid to Yarmouk camp despite the reports that 

talked about a cease-fire agreement between Syrian Authority and armed 

groups inside the camp. 

United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the 

near east UNRWA spokesman Chris Gunness, said in a press release 

“last aid distribution inside the camp was about a month ago” adding 

that 18 thousand civilians are still besieged and suffer of tough 

conditions. 

 


